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Optics of heterotrophic nanoftagellates and ciliates:
A tentative assessment of their scattering role in

oceanic waters compared to those of bacterial and
algal cells

by Andre Morell and Yu-Hwan Abnl

ABSTRACT
Heterotrophic nanoflagellates and naked ciliates have been isolated from open sea waters

and separately grown by using free living marine bacteria as food. The modal diameters of
purified (by differential screening) populations are about 3 and 12.5 j.Lm,respectively. The
spectral determination of their absorption and scattering properties have been carried out. By
combining these values with the cell number density and size distribution function, simulta-
neously measured, the efficiency factors for absorption and scattering at the level of individual
cells can be derived. From these factors and by using the anomalous diffraction theory, the
relative index of refraction can be derived (at least for flagellates); it agrees with the
predictions made from the intracellular carbon concentrations (mean value 129 kgC m-3). In
addition, backscattering efficiency (not determined) is computed through Mie theory. Like
bacteria, these larger protists exhibit the typical absorption maximum of cytochrome (at about
410-415 nm). The impact of these organisms upon the properties of oceanic waters is
compared to that of the bacterial compartment, in terms of scattering and backscattering
coefficients. For that, the bacterial number-to-chlorophyll concentration relationship, as
proposed by Cole et ai. (1988), is adopted and reasonable assumptions resting on field data are
made concerning the respective biomasses of bacterioplankton and heterotrophic nanoplank-
ton. An assessment of the comparative role of the phototrophic and heterotrophic communi-
ties is also attempted. Algal cells in open ocean, and to a lesser extent small heterotrophs,
dominate the scattering coefficients; the sum of their contributions is close to the coefficient
measured in various (from oligotrophic to eutrophic) waters. On the contrary, these organisms
are definitely insignificant contributors to the backscattering coefficient. In the backscattering
process, heterotrophic bacteria are the more efficient agents; they, however, account only for a
small part of the coefficient as actually derived from measurements at sea. The main
contributors would presumably be the abundant population of very tiny, poorly known
particles with size similar to, or below that of commonly identified bacteria. This partly
speculative conclusion, based on theoretical considerations, is supported by recent studies
demonstrating the importance of submicrometer detrital particles.

1. Laboratoire de Physique& Chimie Marines, Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (CNRS: UA353),
B.P.8, F 06230Villefranchesur Mer, France.
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1. Introduction
The optical properties of free-living marine bacteria and the possible impact of

this trophic compartment upon the optical properties of oceanic waters have been
previously examined (Morel and Abn, 1990). Other ubiquitous heterotrophic pro-
tists, involved in the so called bacterial loop, grazing on bacteria and also on small
algae, are now identified as forming an important assemblage within the nanoplank-
tonic community (see e.g. Azametal., 1983; Andersen and Fenchel, 1985; Rassoulza-
degan and Sheldon, 1986). Less studied than their autotrophic cousins, they seem to
form, however, a comparable biomass (Sieburth, 1983; Sherr et al., 1986; Geider,
1988). As far as we know, their optical properties have not been determined and
their possible impact upon the optical properties of oceanic waters remains un-
known, thus the present study aims at filling this gap. It is an extension of the
previous work concerning bacterioplankton, carried out with the same motivations.

Albeit unwanted, heterotrophic flagellates and, to a lesser extent, ciliates were
regularly observed in (and eliminated from) bacterial cultures. By modifying the
screening protocols and using freshly prepared bacterial suspensions as food, flagel-
lates and naked ciliates were separately grown. The suspensions were then concen-
trated in view of performing the optical measurements. Among common problems
inherent to this kind of culture, one is specifically linked to the optical experiments
envisaged here, namely the need for obtaining and selecting a population well
defined, if possible, by a narrow size distribution function (regardless of taxonomy).
It is a prerequisite for a meaningful interpretation of the optical measurements and
their transcription in terms of scattering and absorption efficiency cross sections, a
prerequisite which entails some difficulties, in particular a loss of material during the
purification, sometimes prejudicial to the pursuit of the experiment.

The present paper is arranged in a fashion similar to that previously adopted when
reporting on bacteria, but it is somewhat abridged to avoid useless redundancy. The
theoretical approach, as developed for algal cells (Morel and Bricaud, 1986),
remains entirely valid for the less pigmented protozoa. The simplified expressions,
the derivation of which was possible for bacteria because of their small size (Morel
and Abn, 1990), have to be abandoned and replaced by the general expressions,
when dealing with these larger protists.

The optical role of these heterotrophic nanoplankton is also compared to that of
bacterio-plankton previously discussed (Morel and Abn, 1990). Then, the cumulated
effect of the whole heterotrophic compartment (bacteria, flagellates and naked
ciliates) is tentatively assessed and compared to that of the phototrophic compart-
ment in view of understanding the formation of the optical properties of ocean Case
1 waters. Such an attempt presently comes up against several difficulties, as the
rather sparse information concerning the relative numerical abundance of the
various heterotrophs in open ocean or also the fact that the species here studied are
not exhaustively representative of all existing populations. It is however believed that
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this exercise is timely at least as being able to provide working hypotheses for future
works.

2. Material and methods
a. Preparation and culture of heterotrophic flagellates and ciliates. Flagellates were
grown by using free-living bacteria as food according to a method derived from those
described in Fenchel (1982) and Rivier et al. (1985). In a preliminary stage, bacterial
cultures were grown to final concentrations of about 108 cell ml-1 in slightly
supplemented media, as described in Morel and Abn (1990). Flagellates were
isolated from sea water, (sampled at 10 meters, off Villefranche sur mer) by gravity
filtration onto Nuclepore filters with a 5 /.Lmpore size. A volume of 10 ml of this
filtrate, used as inoculum, is added to 50 ml of pure bacteria culture. After 2-3 days
(in darkness at 18 ± 1°C), the culture is passed through a sieve (Nitex, 10 /.Lm)to
remove detritic particles and also those ciliates which often have simultaneously
grown; 50 ml of fresh bacterial culture is then added. During the following 3 or 4
days, flagellates are fed by daily addition of bacteria. After the last addition, the
culture is left for one day, that allows the clearance for bacteria to be largely effected
by flagellates. A filtration through a 7 /.LmNitex screen again eliminates the larger
particles. In view of increasing the flagellates concentration (in particular with
respect to that of the remnant bacteria), the culture (about 250 ml) is partly filtered
by gravity, under a gentle stirring, onto a 2 /.LmNuclepore and thus the volume is
reduced to 50-100 m!. The final cell number density amounts to 1-1.5 106 cell ml-\
and the population of flagellates, with sizes of ca. 3 /.Lm,is (from an optical viewpoint;
see below) free from other interfering particles, like remnant bacteria.

Ciliates were isolated and then cultured in a similar way, but Nitex, with 20 /.Lm
pore size, is used to prepare the inoculum. During the growing phase with bacterial
food addition, flagellates also develop and are submitted to grazing by ciliates. At the
end, the ciliates suspensions are purified by two successive filtrations first onto 20 /.Lm
Nitex and then 7 /.LmNitex screens. The second filtration results in an increase of the
ciliates concentration by a factor of about 5, and in the removal of most of the small
particles (bacteria, flagellates and small debris). The presence of detritus or dead
cells, with sizes in the range of those of ciliates (-11-18 /.Lm)cannot be avoided.
Before pursuing any measurement, it is necessary to check (by microscopic examina-
tion) if these unwanted particles have remained under a low and acceptable level.
Several experiments were left out at this stage, because this condition was not
fulfilled. Besides being delicate, these organisms tend to assemble and to adhere
onto filters and walls, with the consequence of reducing the available biovolume and
cell concentration with respect to what could be expected at the start of the growing
experiments. Final concentrations of pure ciliates were about 5 104 cell ml-1 in
successful experiments.
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b. Cell enumeration and size distribution. A Coulter Counter ZBI is used to determine
the cell number density, N/V. The results, averaged over 10 determinations, coincide
well (within better than 5%) with simultaneous microscopic enumeration. The cell
size distribution function, Fr(d) is determined in relative values by using a 100-
channel analyzer (model C 1000) operated with a 50 fLmaperture tube. This function
is then transformed into absolute values F(d), by demanding that the integrated
value of F.(d) be equal to the actual number density N/V as previously determined.
The determinations of F,(d) must be carried out when the cells are alive, because it
has been observed that any addition of buffered formaline, even at low concentration
(0.2%), provokes a detectable reduction in size (Putt and Stoecker, 1989; see also
results). Such a bias would preclude any confidence in the optical properties
interpretation (or in the carbon-biovolume relationship), which both require a
precise determination of F.(d). This need for keeping the cells alive when determin-
ing their size distribution of their optical properties is troublesome, particularly in
the case of the sensitive ciliates. Ultra-clean, well polished optical cuvettcs do not
"attract" living ciliates, at least for the duration of measurements if done quickly.
Note that for numerical density N/V measurements, it is easier, and in effect it is
necessary, to kill the cells with formatine.

c. Optical coefficients. The method (Bricaud et al., 1983) developed for the determi-
nation of the absorption and attenuation coefficients by algal cells, a(A) and C(A)
respectively, can be used without change when dealing with heterotrophic organisms
in suspension. The measurements, between 400 and 750 nm, were successively
carried out by using a Perkin-Elmer 571 spectrophotometer equipped with the
scattered transmission accessory and cuvettes close to the detector (absorption
configuration), or by setting up the cuvettes far from it (attenuation configuration).
With respect to the arrangement described in Bricaud et ai. (1983), the acceptance
angle in the later configuration was reduced from 0.250 down to 0.120 with appropri-
ate diaphragms. The forward scattered radiation still entering the detector has been
estimated (via Mie computations) and amounts to about 1.4% and 0.3% of the total
scattering coefficient, b(A), in the case of ciliates and flagellates respectively.
Therefore the coefficient, as actually determined in the attenuation configuration,
can be safely considered as being C(A) without any correction. Then b(A) is obtained
as the difference

b(A) = C(A) - a(A).

The remnant bacteria cannot bias the absorption and scattering values to be
measured for bigger organisms. The absorption and scattering cross sections of
microbes are smaller by more than 3 (4) orders of magnitude than those of flagellates
(ciliates) (see later, Table 2). Even with the measured residual concentration of 106

cell ml-I, the bacterial contributions to the absorption and scattering values remain
below 1%.
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The absorption spectra were also determined below 400 nm (actually from 350 and
up to 750 nm), after the organisms have been collected onto GFIF Whatman disks
maintained wet for the measurement. The corresponding coefficients, not corrected
for the unknown amplification resulting from the diffuse lighting condition, are to be
considered only in relative units. Nevertheless, they can provide useful information
in the near-UV domain.

The attempts for measuring the backscattering coefficient, according to the
method developed when studying bacteria, were unsuccessful, because of the weak-
ness of the signal to be detected.

d. Carbon-nitrogen composition. Known numbers of flagellates were collected by
filtration onto pre-combusted GFIF filters and kept frozen until analyzes. The C and
N determinations were carried out by using a C-H-N Elemental Analyzer calibrated
with glycocol. The biovolume being known, the intracellular carbon concentration c;,c

(kg m-3
) can be computed, as well as the C-to-N ratio (mass per mass). For ciliates,

the C-N determinations failed or were unreliable, mainly because the amount of
"pure" ciliates on the filter was insufficient.

3. Results
a. Size distribution functions. The heterotrophic nanoflagellates collected at various
dates (between December 1988 and August 1989) and then cultivated do not
significantly differ in size (Fig. 1a). The relative distribution functions, normalized by
their maximum, are relatively narrow with a peak occurring within the 2.8-3.2 /-Lm
interval. Microscopic examination showed that spherically shaped cells are largely
predominant. Before the 7 IJ.mscreening, examinations and counting demonstrated
the presence of some other larger and less regularly shaped flagellates, in the size
range 6-8 IJ.m.The biovolume corresponding to these larger protists was always well
below that corresponding to the population selected by the 7 /-Lmsieving. Thus the
optical experiments were restricted to this "pure," supposedly monoxenic, popula-
tion of 3 /-Lm-flagellates(likely Pseudobodo sp., as in the experiment reported by
Rivier et al., 1985).

In Figure Ib are displayed the size distribution functions obtained with cultured
aloricate ovoid ciliates (Uronema sp.; Rassoulzadegan, personal communication). In
one occasion the function was found bimodal with the major peak at about 18 /-Lm
and a second one at 13 /-Lm.The other successful cultures revealed Gaussian
distributions centered at 13.5 IJ.m,presumably attributable to a monospecific popula-
tion. The optical measurements were carried out only with the two unimodal
populations (See Table 1).

The above mentioned reduction in size subsequent to formaline addition is almost
instantaneous; it has been verified that this reduction is not artificial (i.e., due to a
change in conductivity). The shifts of the F,(d) distributions, immediately after
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Figure 1. Relative distribution function F,(d), normalized by their maximum, determined for
flagellates and ciliates populations grown in culture (panels a and b, respectively). Shift
toward smaller sizes observed for both ciliates and flagellates, instantaneously after
formalin treatment; F,(d)--before, and ..·····just after addition (panel c).

addition and shaking, are shown on Figure 1c. The corresponding changes in volume
are -25% and -18% for flagellates and ciliates respectively; higher figures (-30%
and even - 50%) have been observed after several hours.

b. Optical efficiency factors. The dimensionless efficiency factors for absorption and
scattering, Qa and Qb (i.e., the ratios of radiant energy absorbed within, or scattered
by, the cell, to that impinging onto its geometrical cross-section) and their sum {?c =
Qa + Qb' are computed in reference to a "mean" cell (i.e., the cell which would have a
geometrical cross section equal to the mean of the cross sections of the whole
population); therefore these Q factors are computed according to

(1)

where j is either a or b or c. The Qa(A) spectra for both heterotrophic organisms are
presented in Figure 2a. Their shapes, with a distinct maximum at about 410-415 nm
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Table 1. Relevant information concerning the flagellates (F) and ciliates (C) culture
experiments and the optical or chemical determinations.

d1 lid d* d* c'.c C/N2 3

Experiments [fJ.m] [fJ.m] [fJ.m] [fJ.m] c, at at [kg m-3] [gig]

F-1 x
F-2 3.01 0.83 3.19 3.22 x x 123.4 4.53
F-3 3.11 0.98 3.40 3.44 x 134.5 4.83
F-4 3.20 1.01 3.37 3.42 x
F-5 3.01 1.31 3.37 3.42 x x 126.3 5.04
F-6 3.06 1.56 3.58 3.67 x 139.5 4.95
F-7 3.16 1.02 3.62 3.67 x 119.3 4.76
F-8 3.25 0.97 3.52 3.58 x 144.5 5.24
F-9 2.81 0.75 2.90 2.92 x 115.2 5.70

C-1 12.9:17.8 4.26 17.9 18.1 x
C-2 13.5 3.45 13.5 13.7 x x
C-3 13.2 3.44 13.4 13.5 x

Averages (± <T) 129 ± 10 5.01 ± 0.35

Meaning of symbols:
d) is the modal diameter (2 values are given when the size distribution is doubly peaked).
lid: width of size distribution (with F,(d) > 0.5).
*: mean diameters, d2 and d3, of sphere having a geometrical cross section, or a volume,

equal to the average cross section, or to the average volume, of the population, respectively;
(see Eq. 17a and 17b in Morel and Abn, 1990).

t: c, a: respectively attenuation and absorption measurements on flagellates and ciliates in
suspension. (x) and (-): determinations made or not made.

a; absorption measurement on cells when collected onto GFIF filter.
ci,c: intracellular carbon concentration; C/N: carbon-to-nitrogen ratio.

and decreasing values toward the red end of the spectrum, are very similar to that
observed for free living bacteria (Fig. 3a in Morel and Abn, 1990). Their magnitudes,
however, are notably different; in comparison with microbes, Q. is largely increased,
by about 2-4 fold for flagellates or by 10 fold for ciliates. The cytochrome signature
(the Soret band at 415 nm) is well expressed by absorption measurements, extended
down to 350 nm, as performed when organisms are collected onto wet GF/F filter
(Fig. 2b), instead of being in suspension. Flagellates, and more particularly ciliates,
exhibit a stronger absorption in the UV part than do bacteria and the minimum at
385 nm is less accentuated. It cannot be excluded that the smoothing of the minimum
may originate from the inevitable presence of detritus (in the ciliates culture
especially). The other weak cytochrome bands (ca. 525 and 555 nm) are also
detectable.

As for bacteria, extractions by acetone and by methanol have been attempted
according to the Kishino et al. method (1985). The yield of extraction remains poor
and the pigmentation of these cells is only weakly reduced. The absorption spectra of
the extracts (Fig. 2c) have much in common with the spectra obtained for bacteria,
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Figure 2. (a) Efficiency factor for absorption as function of wavelength for ciliates and
flagellates. (b) Spectral absorption values, normalized by their maximum near 415 nm, when
measurements are carried out with cells collected onto a GFIF; (c) absorption spectra
(normalized as above) of acetonic and methanol extracts for flagellates only.

apart from the spectacular deepening of the minimum in the UV domain and also
from the fact that the maxima in acetone and in methanol, (whiCh were found
separated in the case of bacteria) are here coincident.

The absorption spectra of living heterotrophs (including bacteria, as shown in
Morel and Ahn, 1990) are very similar to the absorption spectra attributed to
bio-detritus as derived from field experiments by using a variety of methods (see e.g.
Kishino et al., 1985; Roesler et al., 1989; Morrow et al., 1989; Bricaud and Stramski,
1990). Their common feature is the ascending slope toward the short wavelengths
domain and it can reasonably be conjectured that part of this nonalgal absorption
originates from the presence of small heterotrophs retained on the filters. Actually
the peak at 415 nm, typical of these organisms, is detectable in some "bio-detrital
spectra," particularly when measurements are extended down to 350 nm (Kishino et
aI., 1985) or 380 nm (Bricaud and Stramski, 1990). Its relative prominence, however,
is strongly reduced with respect to that of "pure" heterotrophs. The partial contribu-
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tion of these organisms, compared to that of other blue absorbing particles, remains
presently difficult to quantify. The micro-spectrophotometric technique developed
by Iturriaga et al. (1988) and Iturriaga and Siegel (1989), which allows the absorption
cross section for an individual cell or for any other identified particle to be
determined, could help in this problem. To the extent that in natural environment
(and conversely to the present experiments) ciliates and flagellates feed also on small
phytoplankton and cyanobacteria, they likely keep the signature of photosynthetic,
active or degraded, pigments.

In Figure 3 are displayed the Qb (,,) spectra for both populations. The regular
concave shape, with increasing values toward the short wavelengths is a common
pattern of small scattering bodies such as flagellates. The curvature is well described
by a ,,-1.45 dependency, instead of a strict" -2 dependency, as theoretically expected
for smaller particles and actually observed with bacteria (Morel and Abn, 1990). At
400 nm flagellates are able to scatter about twice the amount of radiation they
geometrically would intercept, a higher figure than those determined for small sized
(1.15-1.5 11m) cyanobacteria, which exhibit Qb(400) values in the range 0.7-1
(Bricaud et al., 1988: Stramski and Morel, 1990), or those determined for hetero-
trophic bacteria (0.7 11m),with Qb(400) "" 0.3 - 0.6 (Morel and Ahn, 1990). The
ciliates exhibit a rather flat Qb(") curve. The decreasing trend in the blue-violet part
of the spectrum is essentially a response to increasing absorption (Fig. 2a) in such a
way that the attenuation factor Qc( = Qo + Qb) remains close to 2, whatever the
wavelength. This figure is typical of particles rather large compared to the wave-
length.

c. Elemental composition. The carbon concentration within the cellular material of
flagellates is practically constant (within ± 8% at 10'),with a mean value of 129 kg C
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m-3, higher than the value (100 kg C m-3
) given by Bl6rsheim and Bratbak (1987) but

distinctively lower than that determined for bacteria (228 kg C m -3; see in Morel and
Ahn, 1990). The relative proportion of proteins also appears slightly lower, as the
mean C/N ratio is about 5 (±0.35 at 1 (1), instead of 4.46 (±0.71) for microbes.

4. Interpretation
a. Absorption by the cellular material. The absorption coefficient of the cellular
material, acm(lI.), in m-\ can be derived from the Qa(lI.) values previously presented,
by using the iterative method as developed by Bricaud and Morel (1986), and
subsequently modified by Stramski et al. (1988). In essence (details to be found in the
above references), the iterative scheme is as follows. The Qa values are theoretically
depending on a dimensionless parameter p', itself depending on the imaginary part
of the index of refraction of the matter forming the cells, n', and on the size
parameter «, according to the following relationships and definitions

n'(lI.) = lI.acm(lI.)/41Tnw

«(lI.) = 1Td nJlI.

p'(lI.) = 4«n' (= acm(lI.)d)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where nw (= 1.34) is the refractive index of the surrounding medium (water), d is the
diameter of the particle and acm (lI.) is the absorption coefficient of the cellular
material. Finally the efficiency factor for absorption, Qa' expressed as (see e.g. Van
de Hulst, 1957)

exp (-p') exp (-p') - 1
Qa(P') = 1 + 2 , + 2 '2P P (5)

is a monotonous function of p' and increases from 0 to 1, when pi varies from 0 to 00.

To account for the fact that the cells are not uniformly distributed in size, a mean
factor, QQ' of the "mean" cell of the population in question is defined according to

(6)

where F(d), the actual size distribution function, is replaced by F (pi). This substitu-
tion would require the knowledge of acm (or n'; see Eq. 4 above), which precisely is
the parameter to be determined. Therefore at each wavelength lI., the Qa(P') value,
initially computed with an arbitrary value given to n', is iteratively forced to equate
the measured factor Qa(lI.) by varying n', the only one free parameter. When the
coincidence is reached, n' is unambiguously determined because of the monotonous
character of the Qa(P') function. The same computation, repeated for each lI.,
produces the n '(lI.) and the acm(lI.) spectra.
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The spectral values n'(A) for ciliates and flagellates, shown in Figure 4a, are
extremely low, between 2 and 9 10-4

, and lower than those computed for free living
bacteria. At the wavelength of maximal absorption (415 nm), the absorption coeffi-
cients aem as derived from Eq. 2, are about 0.30 and 0.38 105 m-\ for flagellates and
ciliates respectively. With these values, pertinent to the cellular material, the Q.
(415) values can be computed (Eq. 5 above) as a function of the size of spheres made
of these materials (the curves in Fig. 4b). The data for ciliates and flagellates, and in
addition those for bacteria, are plotted on the same figure.

b. Scattering efficiency and real part of the refractive index neAl. With n' (A) determined
as said above, the Van de Hulst equation (see Eq. 20 and details in Morel and Ahn,
1990) is iteratively used at each wavelength in order to force the computed Qe (A)
values to reproduce the experimental values and thus to determine n as soon as
coincidence is achieved. As discussed in Bricaud and Morel (1986), if Qe (A) is
essentially constant throughout the spectrum (and in that case, is close to 2), the
problem remains undetermined, except that a lower limit can nonetheless be
assigned to the refractive index. Such a situation is encountered with ciliates;
according to their size, n has to be higher than 1.044 to ensure the flatness of the Qc
spectrum. On the contrary, the full computational scheme can successfully apply
when dealing with flagellates, since Qe(A) (= et(A) + Qb(A) separately shown in
Figures 2a and 3) is featured with a regular slope toward the blue end of the
spectrum.

The n (A) values computed for flagellates are slightly different from one experi-
ment to another one; they, however, are practically insensitive to the wavelength and
the spectra (Fig. Sa) are flat, within ± 0.001. The different values obtained at A =
415 nm are displayed on Figure 5b as a function of the intracellular carbon
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Figure 5. (a) Spectral values of the real part of the index of refraction for flagellates. (b) Index
of refraction (real part) at A = 415 nm of flagellates and bacteria (Morel and Abn, 1990)
plotted as function of intracellular carbon concentration; (c) real part vs imaginary part of
the refractive index for bacteria and flagellates; the two arrows delimits the range of the n'
values obtained for ciliates.

concentration. They are distinctly lower than those computed for free living bacteria,
in agreement with the prediction of a linear relationship between the refractive index
and ci.c according to

n :::;:1 + 0.233 10-3 Cj C. (7)

This relationship, proposed in Morel and Ahn (1990), is shown as the dashed line in
Figure 5b. Unfortunately the unreliability of the ci,c determination for ciliates
prevents one from using Eq. 7 to infer their index n, which also was not derivable
from the optical parameters.

Another approach can be attempted. To the extent that for these heterotrophic
organisms (bacteria, flagellates and ciliates), the absorbing substance at 415 nm
(mainly the respiratory pigments) would be a constant fraction of the carbon content,
there would exist a linear relationship between n' and n. This constancy is roughly
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Figure 6. Spectral values of the efficiency factors for backscattering as computed for flagel-
lates and ciliates (see text), or averaged from experimental data in the case of bacteria
(Morel and Ahn, 1990).

confirmed by the data for bacteria and flagellates as shown in Figure 5c and can be
tentatively used for ciliates. The imaginary part of the index, n', determined for
ciliates (Fig. 4a) when transferred into Figure 5c, would lead to n values within the
approximate range 1.040 - 1.045, intermediate between those measured for flagel-
lates and bacteria (and under proviso that the above assumption holds true). This
value is compatible with the lower limit 1.044 previously found; note that by inverting
Eq. 7 and using these tentative n values (between 1.040 and 1.045), it would result cj•c
values for ciliates within the range 172-193 kg C m-3

•

c. Backscattering efficiency. In absence of direct determination of the backscattering
coefficient, the backscattering efficiency Qbb can be computed through the use of the
Mie theory. Qbb is that part of Qb which corresponds to backscattered radiant energy
only (also defined in reference to the energy impinging onto the geometrical cross
section of the particle). With the spectral values neAl and n'(A), combined with the
size distribution function F(d), the Mie code is operated and produces the volume
scattering function 13(8) for each wavelength (with dA = 2.5 nm between 400 and
750 nm). The ratio of the integral of these functions over the backward directions
(1T> 8 > 1T/2)to the integral over the whole angular domain (1T- 0) provides
Qbb(A) (see also Eq. 11). The results of these computations are shown on Figure 6.
The needed information being complete for flagellates, the spectra for all cultivated
populations are computed and displayed, whereas the computation is effected after
having adopted the same constant n value (1.044) for the two ciliates populations.

Flagellates have a featureless backscattering spectrum with an efficiency lower
than that of free living bacteria. On the contrary ciliates exhibit increased Qbb values
in the blue with higher values than microbes everywhere in the spectrum (still rather
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weak, however). This nonmonotonic behavior of Qbbwith respect to size (a minimum
for flagellates) and the occasional spectral dependency (for size range corresponding
to ciliates) were, in effect, theoretically expected, as shown in Morel and Bricaud
(1981).

s. Discussion and conclusions
Optics of the heterotrophic organisms investigated in this paper is well understood

in the frame of the anomalous diffraction approximation (Van de Hulst, 1957). For
these protists (and also for free living bacteria previously studied in Morel and Abn,
1990), the optical efficiency factors and their spectral variations conform to the
theoretical predictions. Therefore the diffraction approximation and the more
general Mie theory can be used to predict other parameters that were not deter-
mined (such as the backscattering efficiency) or also to infer the optical behavior of
similar protists of other (intermediate) sizes in so far as their cellular material does
not dramatically differ from that of organisms already studied. For those studied, the
common characteristics are a weak absorption capability (except the discernible
maximum around 415 nm) which is related to the presence of respiratory pigments,
and a refractive index within the range 1.035-1.045 in relation to the carbon content.
In comparison, heterotrophic bacteria as well as cyanobacteria (see in Stramski and
Morel, 1990) are slightly more compact and refringent, or equivalently less watery,
bodies than larger heterotrophs. This trend is confirmed by recent observations
which demonstrate that diminutive bacteria have a high dry matter-to-volume ratio
(Norland et al., 1987; Simon and Azam, 1989). In conclusion, even at the wavelength
where they are more absorbing (415 nm), all these heterotrophic oganisms act
essentially as scatterers, and the Qb-to-Qa ratios quantify this dominance (see values
in Table 2). For this reason the following discussion will be restricted to their
possible role in the light scattering process within oceanic waters.

a. Contribution of heterotrophic bacteria and nanoplankton to the scattering by oceanic
waters. It has been possible to empirically relate the optical properties of oceanic
Case 1 waters (in the euphotic zone) to their chlorophyllous pigment concentrations,
and in particular, the scattering coefficient at A= 550 nm, bin m-\ has been found to
be nonlinearly dependent on the (chlorophyll + pheophytin) concentration, (chi), in
mg m-\ according to (Gordon and Morel, 1983)

b = 0.30 (± 0.15) (chl)o.62. (8)

The backscattering coefficient, bb' at 550 nm, is also empirically related to (chi)
through (Morel, 1988)

bb = b [2 10-3 + 2 10-2 (Y2 - Y410glO (chI)]

where b comes from Eq. 8.

(9)
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Table 2. Geometrical cross section (s), refractive (real) index of refraction n, mean optical
efficiency factor (Q) and optical influences of flagellates and ciliates compared to those of
bacterioplankton (uniform population of "reference" cells, see text). In the columns "L,"
values of the cumulated (bacteria + flagellates + ciliates) contributions, in reference to
that of the sole bacterioplankton compartment.

bact.! flag.1 cil.1 L1 bact.2 flag.2 cil.2t L2

d (as 10-6 m) 0.55 3.4 13.5 0.66 5.0 13.5
n 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.05 1.04 1.04
s (as 10-12 m2) 0.24 9.08 143 0.33 19.6 143
Mean Qa(415) 0.0150 0.06 0.24

(550) 0.0035 0.02 0.10 O§ 0 0
Mean Qb(415) 0.1556 2.15 1.85

(550) 0.0886 1.60 2.00 0.124 2.85 2.0
Mean Qbb(550) 0.0010 0.0006 0.0011 0.0009 0.0006 0.0011
Qal Qb
at 415 nm 9.6% 2.8% 13%

550nm 4% 1.3% 5%
Relative numerical abundance

1 1/103 1/10S 1 1/103 1/105

Relative biomass
1 0.24 0.15 1.40 1 0.46 0.09 1.55

Relative total scattering coefficient
at 415 nm 1 0.53 0.07 1.60

550 nm 1 0.69 0.14 1.83 1* 1.37 0.07 2.44
Relative backscattering coefficient
at 550 nm 1 0.0230 0.0066 1.03 1 0.04 0.005 1.045

tcil.2 does not differ from cil.1.
§For bact.2, flag.2 and cil.2, the imaginary part of index (at 550 nm) is set equal to zero and

thus Qa(550) == O.
*Note that the scattering coefficient of bact.2 is twice that of bact. I.

Assessing the contribution of the heterotrophic organisms to the bulk optical
properties of the upper layer of the ocean requires information about the size
distribution and numerical abundance of these organisms, preferably in relation to
the algal pigment concentration, in view of comparison with the values produced by
Eq. 8 or 9, which depend on (chI).

The first attempts in this direction were restricted to the sole heterotrophic
bacterioplankton compartment, the estimation of its optical contribution took
advantage of the existence of relationship between bacterial abundance and Chl-a
concentration. Namely the relationship proposed by Cole et ai. (1988) was used by
Morel and Ahn (1990) and that displayed in Cho and Azam (1990) was used by
Stramski and Kiefer (1990). Recent data obtained in the oligotrophic eastern
Mediterranean Sea (1.8 to 4 1011 bacterial cells 01-3 for water with 0.04 to 0.15 mg chi
a 01-3, according to M. Wood and T. Berman, pers. comm.) and also a review of
numerous data prepared by W. K. W. Li (pers. comm.) tend to support the validity of
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the Cole et al. 's relationship, in particular in oceanic oligotrophic environments; this
relation

[N/V]m = 0.911012(chl)o.s2 (10)

where [N/V]m is the microbe abundance (cell m-3), is adopted for what follows. To go
further and account for all kinds of larger heterotrophs, some assumptions are
needed because their abundance is stilI incompletely documented.

A first approach consists of keeping close to the present optical data obtained for
particular organisms (including free living bacteria) and combining them with
information found in literature concerning the relative numerical abundances within
the heterotrophic compartment. Such an approach obviously is open to criticism to
the extent that these organisms which were isolated and investigated in the present
study, are in some way treated as "generic" flagellates and ciliates, notwithstanding
the rather wide diversity in size and nature which occurs in natural environment.
Keeping in mind this caveat, it is believed, however, that a first insight can be gained
through such a trial. It can be completed by another approach resting on plausible
optical properties for heterotrophic plankton, as derived from theory, then combined
with a generalized size distribution function, as originally suggested by Sheldon et at.
(1972).

b. First approach. Even if information concerning heterotrophic nanoplankton is less
systematic than for bacteria, it is nevertheless acknowledged that in open ocean they
form a considerable part of the total biomass, perhaps equivalent to that of their
phototrophic cousins within the same size range, although smaller than that attrib-
uted to the bacterioplankton (see e.g. Azam et al., 1983 and Sieburth, 1983). Many
observations (Geider, 1988 and references therein) suggest that flagellate abun-
dances are commonly in the range of 108 to 109 cells m-3

, in other words, smaller than
numerical abundance of microbes by about 3 orders of magnitude. According to
Sieburth (1983), in offshore water the small (2-5 J.Lm)flagellates would maintain an
approximate ratio of 1/1250 in number with respect to bacteria. This figure is fully
consistent with numerous observations in the oligotrophic waters of Mediterranean
Sea (Rassoulzadegan, pers. comm.). Aloricate ciliates (with equivalent spherical
diameters <20 J.Lm),which may be an important component of the heterotrophic
nanoplankton, have been reported in many parts of the ocean (Sherr et al., 1986 and
references therein). Ciliate and flagellate biomasses would be within the same order
of magnitude leading to numerical abundances in a ratio of about 1: 100 (Sherr et at.,
1986).

According to these observations, we suggest a ratio of the number of flagellates to
that of microbes, r[,m = 1: 1<Y and a ratio of the number of ciliates to that of microbes,
rc,m = 1:105

• By allowing that on average pelagic bacteria, nano-flagellates and naked
ciliates have equivalent sphere diameters dm = 0.55, df = 3.4 and de = 13.5 J.Lm
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respectively, their optical contributions can be established in reference to those of
bacterioplankton (see Table 2 "bact.1, flag.1, ciI.1"). The size adopted for bacteria
(0.55 j.Lm)is similar to the smallest observed in unenriched culture experiments
(0.59 j.Lm,in Morel and Ahn, 1990), and believed to be representative of cells in
natural oceanic environment (Ducklow, 1986; Cho and Azam, 1990). The sizes
adopted for flagellates and ciliates are those determined for the species presently
investigated, and they agree with most of the field observations. If the interspecific
cellular carbon concentration (ci•C) differences are discarded, the biomasses related
to each category simply vary as d3, i.e. as biovolumes. Therefore under the above
assumptions about the numerical abundances, the flagellates biomass would repre-
sent 24%, and ciliates biomass 15%, of the bacterial biomass (or biovolume).

With d", = 0.55 j.Lm,n = 1.05, n'(550) = 310-4 and n'(415) = 10-3, the adopted
"reference" bacterium exhibits the efficiency factors given in the first column of
Table 2 (bact. 1); Qb and Qa have been computed through Eg. 9 and 12 in Morel and
Ahn (1990) (with nw the refractive index of water = 1.34), and Qbb has been derived
through

Qbb = [1: 13(0)sinOdO/ L" 13(6)sin6 d6] Qb (11)

where 13(6),the volume scattering function, has been computed through Mie theory
using the above d"" nand n' input parameters, and where the ratio of the two
integrals represents bb' the backscattering ratio.

The scattering and backscattering coefficients (with subscripts m) resulting from
the presence of microbes, with a numerical abundance [N/V]", expressed according to
Eq. 10, and a geometrical cross section s'" (=0.2410--12m2), are

and

b", = [N/V]m sm Qb = 0.0192 (chl}0.52(at;" = 550 nm) (12)

b b,m = [N/V]m Sm Qbb = 2,17 10-4 (chl)0.52(at;" = 550 nm) . (13)

For flagellates and ciliates, their mean Qb values given in Table 2 ("flag.1 and
ciU") are adopted from Figure 3 and their Qbb values have been computed by
operating the Mie code. Then their contributions to the scattering and backscatter-
ing coefficients are obtained as

(14)

where the subscript i is either f or c (for flagellates and ciliates) and s is the
geometrical cross section. If these contributions are normalized with respect to those
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Figure 7. As a function of the chlorophyll concentration, total scattering coefficient for
oceanic waters; the stripe denoted "b" corresponds to the extreme values of the coefficient
appearing in Eq. 8. In both panels, the lines with "ph" indicate the phytoplankton
contributions and the arrows with "w" show the value corresponding to molecular scatter-
ing. In panels a and b respectively, the microbial contributions to scattering arc identified
with symbols ml and m2 (in reference to the bact.1 and 2 in Table 2) and the all-
heterotrophs contributions are identified with the symbols hl and h2 (see Table 2 and text).
The thick lines correspond to the cumulated influences of photo- and heterotrophic
organisms ("ph + h").

of the sole microbial compartment, the corresponding ratios are expressed as

(15)

Such a presentation in "relative" optical coefficients allows a generalization of the
results to be made. In particular, if the hypotheses concerning the flagellates-to-
bacteria and the ciliates-to-bacteria abundance ratios prove to be unrealistic and
need to be changed, the modified coefficients can be easily obtained by changing the
ri.m values.

The variations of the oceanic scattering coefficient at 550 nm along with (chI) are
displayed in Figure 7a and the stripe (in log-log plot) corresponds to the upper and
lower values of the coefficient appearing in Eq. 8. The contribution of microbes to
scattering, computed through Eq. 12, is also shown (line "ml" in Fig. 7a) and
amounts to about 14% on average (namely to 7 or 20%, according as the coefficient
in Eq. 8 is given 0.45 or 0.15). Such a proportion is approximately maintained
throughout the chlorophyll concentration range, in as much as the bacterial number
and scattering coefficient are both linked to the (chi) concentration through non-
linear empirical relationships with nearly equal exponents (0.52 and 0.62 respec-
tively). To account for the influence of larger heterotrophic protists, supposedly in
constant relative proportions with bacteria, bm, at 550 nm, has to be increased by a
factor 1.79 (see Table 2 column "II") to obtain bh, the contribution to scattering of
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the entire heterotrophic compartment. This increase is not considerable and bh (line
"hI" in Fig. 7a) forms a fraction of about 20-25% of the lower oceanic b values.

It is tempting to analyze the formation of the scattering properties of open ocean
case 1 waters by considering in addition the contribution of phototrophic organisms.
Recently data appeared about the chlorophyll-specific scattering coefficient of algae,
b* in m2 (mg chit! (Davies-Colley et al., 1986; Weidemann and Bannister, 1986;
Morel, 1987); they can be used in the present tentative analysis. To compute bph, the
partial scattering coefficient originating from phytoplankton, according to

bph = b* (chi) (16)

The b* values determined for the pure algae grown in culture are adopted. They are
widely scattered (see Table 1 in Morel, 1987) with, however, a trend for small
(1-2 J..Lm)species to exhibit high b* values, between 0.2 and 0.6 m2 (mg chltl, instead
of 0.1 or even less for large cells. To derive and plot bph in Figure 7a the tentative b*
values 0.4,0.2 and 0.1 m2 (mg chIt! have been successively used for the oligo-, meso-
and eutrophic situations. This choice accounts for the fact that big species, such as
diatoms, are believed to dominate in eutrophic waters, whereas picoplanktonic
species would prevail in oligotrophic environments. With these values, the contribu-
tion of algae in forming the scattering coefficient appears to be dominant relative to
that of the heterotrophic compartment. Under the reservations following from the
hypotheses needed in such an approach (some of them are debatable and tentatively
modified below), it is nevertheless, comforting to notice the general agreement
between the recomposed scattering coefficient (the sum of bph and b,,) and the b
values found in the oceanic environment (at least the lowest b values, when the
coefficient in Eq. 10 is 0.15). With an average coefficient 0.30 in this equation, the
most common scattering values, in effect, are twice the lowest (or the presently
recomposed) b values. The difference can originate from local peculiarities in the
algal population, from an underestimate of the role of heterotrophs or also from the
ignorance of the detrital compartment.

The chlorophyll-specific scattering coefficient for locally dominant algae may be
higher than the selected b* values. It is an avoidable difficulty when adopting "mean"
values. This does not exclude that, in parallel, scattering by heterotrophs, very
sensitive to size, has been minimized by the somewhat arbitrary choice made above.
With a d4 dependency (Morel and Ahn, 1990), the microbial scattering contribution
is, for instance, doubled if the typical diameter is given the value 0.65 J..Lm,instead of
0.55 J..Lm("bact.2" in Table 2). If now the "mean" size of flagellates ("flag.2" in Table
2) is assumed to be 5 J..Lminstead of 3.4 J..Lm,the scattering cross section (the product
SQb) is increased by a factor 3.7 ("flag.2" compared to "flag.1" in Table 2). Without
changing the size of ciliates, and using these modified values for typical bacteria and
flagellates, bh now approaches the lower b values in oligotrophic waters and would
form 50% of the values in eutrophic waters (see Fig. 7b, curve h2). The auto- and
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Figure 8. As in Figure 7, but for backscattering; the backscattering coefficient for oceanic
waters denoted bb comes from Eq. 9; the phytoplankton contribution comes from Figure 7
after reduction by 3 orders of magnitude; the backscattering contribution of all heterotrophs
is dominated (97%) by that of microbes. The thick lines show the cumulated influences of
photo- and heterotrophic organisms ("ph" + "h").

heterotrophs contributions tend to be similar and their addition approximately
reproduces the average b values, as derived from Eq. 8, when the coefficient is 0.30.
Under these assumptions, the scattering action of bio-detritus and other (not
identified) particles would not be decisive, except that their presence in variable
amount could be partly at the origin of natural fluctuations, as implicitly acknowl-
edged by the variable coefficient in Eq. 8. Under the previous assumptions (in Fig.
7a) of a reduced influence of heterotrophs on scattering, the role of bio-detritus
would have to be reconsidered and heightened. There is presently not enough
information to proceed any further and the following conclusions have to be seen as
heuristic arguments for future investigations. They could be as follow. The "identified"
organisms belonging to the nano- and microplankton compartment play the major
role in the scattering process; uncertainties subsist about the respective contributions
of photo- and heterotrophic organisms, even if algae seem more efficient, especially
in meso- and eutrophic waters; microbes, with typical small sizes as reported, would
have only a reduced influence; finally detritus, clearly detected via ahsorption
measurements (see e.g., Kishino et al., 1985 and other references above), could at
least contribute to the variability in scattering as observed in natural environment.

In reference now to Eq. 9 and to the backscattering coefficient of oceanic waters, a
similar analysis can be undertaken (see Fig. 8). The contribution of microbes to this
coefficient is described by Eq. 13 and turns out to be about one order of magnitude
below the oceanic values of the backscattering coefficient. According to values given
in Table 2, this contribution has to be increased only by 3% to account for all other
heterotrophs. In other words, the bigger protists have almost no influence. The role
of phototrophic cells can be deduced from the previous bpil values (in Fig. 8) after
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multiplying by bb' their backscattering ratio. This ratio, theoretically as well as
experimentally, proves to be within the 10-4_10-3 magnitud: range (Morel and
Bricaud, 1981; Bricaud et al., 1983). Therefore algae (even with bb given its maximum
value, i.e. 10-3 in Fig. 8) appear to be yet less effective than bacteria in contributing to
the formation of the backscattering coefficient. Very small photosynthesizing cyano-
bacteria or prochlorophytes could act like heterotrophic bacteria upon backscatter-
ing when they are of the same size (leading to increased bb values, of the order of
10-2

), but only if their numerical abundance was equivalent. The bulk of algae,
however, generally found in the size range of flagellates and ciliates, have almost no
influence on bb'

The final and somewhat surprising result is the very low contribution of "identified"
organisms to the oceanic bb values. Changing the hypotheses about their sizes (as
previously done when discussing b) does not significantly alter this conclusion.
Unlike bIll' bb.'" increases only as d2 (Morel and Abn, 1990), therefore the change from
0.55 to 0.65 f.Lmin diameter enhances the microbial contribution by only 40%, that is
insignificant with respect to the gap (about one decade) between bb.'" and bb' Even
drastically changed, the assumptions relative to the size and abundance of other
heterotrophic protists cannot have any palpable effect, because of their very low
backscattering efficiency. The missing part, rather considerable, has likely to be
attributed to unidentified tiny particles, with presumably large numerical abundance
and with high bb ratio, as dictated by their small size (their index has a reduced
influence, see Figure 8 in Morel and Bricaud, 1986). This explanation will be
supported by other arguments developed below.

c. Second approach. The critical point in the first approach was to consider, and then
to add the influences of separate populations with nominal discrete sizes, while it is
known that a continuous size spectrum is the rule in the real world. This spectrum is
such that, to first approximation, roughly equal concentrations of particulate mate-
rial occur in logarithmically equal size ranges (Sheldon et al., 1972; see also
discussions in Platt et al., 1984 and in Rodriguez and Mullin, 1986). Such an
equipartition implies that the number of particles per size incrementdN/dd obeys a
Junge distribution (Junge, 1963; Bader, 1970)

F(d) =dN/dd= kd-j (17)

and that j = 4; k is a constant related to the absolute number of particles. Actually a
slight decrease in biovolumes with increasing sizes is often noticed (see e.g. Rassoul-
zadegan and Sheldon, 1986) and this trend would correspond to an exponent value
j > 4. Superimposed to the general trend, peaks may occur and reveal the dominance
of certain species; they cannot be accounted for by the above expression. Detrital
particles are included in the size spectrum and no distinction is made between photo-
and heterotrophic organisms. This frequency distribution, initially established for
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Figure 9. Panel a: Progressive values of the integrals (Eq. 18a and b giving the scattering and
backscattering coefficients) when the size increases from 0.01 up to 100 !-Lm,for two values
of the relative index of refraction (n) and where the exponent of the (Junge) size
distribution (j) is given two values, as indicated (Note that whenj = 4, the backscattering
curves for n = 1.04 and 1.06 are superimposed). Panel b: by derivation of functions similar to
those displayed in panel a, but for n = 1.05 and j = 4.25, histograms describing the relative
contributions of each class of particles (3 per decade) in the formation of the scattering and
backscattering coefficients.

size above 1 /-Lm,continues to apply down to the minimum measurable size (about
0.35 /-Lm;Rassoulzadegan and Sheldon, 1986) and encompasses all kinds of organ-
isms, from bacteria, cyanobacteria, hetero- and autotrophic pico- and nanoftagel-
lates, ciliates and micro planktonic algae.

The above continuous size distribution can serve as tool for a closure of the
problem addressed. For populations of particles within a size range delimited by a
minimal and a maximal value dmin and dmax, the relative scattering and backscattering
coefficients can be computed according to

b = i:~F(d) s(d) Qb(d)dd

bb = i:~F(d) s(d) Qbb(d)dd

(l8a)

(18b)

where sed) (='ITd2/4) is the geometrical cross section and where the efficiency factors
Qb and Qbbare computed through Mie theory as function of the diameter d and the
index of refraction (from 1.04 to 1.06). The exponent (j) in the distribution function
F(d) is given values between 4 and 4.5. The results are presented (Fig. 9a) as the
progressive values of the above integrals when the size goes from dmin (=O.Ol/-Lm)up
to drnax (= 100 /-Lm).The asymptotic behavior of all curves demonstrates that the
inclusion of particles above 100 J.Lmwill not change the final b or bb values. An
interesting point emerges from this figure; the most efficient contributors to scatter-
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ing are particles between, say, 1 and 10 !-Lm(as already shown in Morel, 1973),
whereas the dominant particles in the backscattering process are smaller than l!-Lm,
the most efficient ones being within the 0.1 to 0.4 !-Lmrange. This is made clear in
Figure 9b where the partial contributions of each size class (to scattering and
backscattering) are displayed as function of the size.

Heterotrophic and phototrophic pico- and nanoplankton are just belonging to this
size range which provides the effective scatterers. Together with debris of similar
size, they could contribute to the scattering coefficient with a weight about 3 to 7
times larger than that of the small fraction < 1 !-Lm(depending on nand j). Such
relative proportions are in reasonable agreement with those found in the first
analysis using discrete sizes and generic organisms.

The missing term in the backscattering process, revealed when the contributions of
various identifiable organisms have been added, can now be explained. It suffices
that the validity of the Junge distribution, already verified down to ca 0.4 !-Lm,be
extended below this limit, at least for the rather restricted range which includes the
most efficient backscatterers, i.e. the 0.4-0.1 !-Lmrange. Unfortunately these tiny
things, at the transition between true particles and colloidal and dissolved pools
largely defy characterization, even if they probably form a sizeable part of the
oceanic "saprosphere" (Toggweiler, 1990). Just after the submission of the first
version of the present paper, it was clearly demonstrated by Koike et al. (1990) that
candidates for the missing reservoir do actually exist. Non-living, detrital submicrome-
ter particles (95% of these are below 0.6!-Lm)appear to be much more abundant than
bacteria of similar size. With such characteristics and abundance they can playa
major role, as yet unsuspected, in the backscattering process. In addition, viruses, in
particular those appearing to be free in the water, were recently found to be active
members of the microbial food web with numerical abundance exceeding that of
bacteria by an order of magnitude (Bergh et al., 1989; Bl,lIrsheimet aI., 1990; Bratbak
et al., 1990). Wind-transported minerogenic particles, at least the small size fraction
with low settling velocity (Blank et al., 1985), are also potential contributors to the
backscattering coefficient, even if unsignificant with respect to the total scattering
coefficient.

In summary, the speculative conclusions arrived at when examining the results in
Figure 8, then supported on the basis of a simple and plausible assumption (the
extension of the same size distribution towards smaHer particles than those currently
identified and enumerated), begin to receive an experimental confirmation, even if
the exact nature and the origins of these numerous tiny particles are still not clear.
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